Ditto Drops
Today you are taking home some very special
droplets of glass. They’re like little gemstones.
When there’s a spot in your music that you want
to play better, use them to help you keep track
of your repeats at the piano.
‘Ditto’ means ‘the same thing again.’

Ditto Drops keep practicing fun! Here’s how:
•
•
•
•

CHOKING HAZARD: These glass drops are small
and should be kept out of the reach of small
children.

•
•

Line up your gems on the piano. When
you notice a mistake:
Decide where you will start and stop.
Hint: keep it short.
Identify your goal, like, “I want to fix the
fingering on the eighth notes.”
Each time you successfully play the short
section, move one marker over. Move
them one at a time with each repeat
until they have all been moved.
For a bigger challenge: move one back to
the start if you make a mistake.
You are finished that spot of practice
today once they are all moved.
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